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”As an occupational therapist (OT) you are often faced with a problem, where you 
simply want to give up. You have tried all rehab products available, but sometimes 
none of them can solve your problem” - Anne Mette Lauridsen, OT 

 

People are different, and their needs are different too. 

 
There are thousands of elderly and disabled citizens, who are using standard rehab 
products on a daily basis. But there is still a small group of users with special needs. 
Needs that can not be fulfilled by using standard products. In order to help this par-
ticular group of users, we offer our customers special products adjustments that can 
cover specifik needs of every individual user.  
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People are different, and their needs are different too. There are thousands of elderly and  

disabled citizens, who are using standard rehab products on a daily basis.  

 

But there is still a small group of users with special needs. Needs that can not be fulfilled by 

using standard products. In order to help this particular group of users, we offer our customers 

special products adjustments that can cover specific needs of every individual user.  

 

Whether there is need of minor adjustment, such as moving an armrest few cm up or down,  

or need of developing a completely new products, depends on the individual customer. In  

cooperation with occupational therapist we help finding the best solution for you. This is done 

by our special trained blacksmiths, at our production facilities in Brøndby, (Just outside of  

Copenhagen) 

 

In case of any questions regarding our special made products, you are more than welcome to 

contact on of our consultants for advice and guidance. 
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THIS IS THE PROCESS OF PRODUCING 
SPECIAL MADE PRODUCTS 
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1. 
A therapist has a problem that cannot 

be solved with a standard product. 

The therapist calls one of our consul-

tants. 

2. 
The therapist and consultant have a mee-

ting together with the user. Different produ-

cts are being tried our and possible soluti-

ons are being discussed.  
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3. 
A special made product scheme is being 

made, describing the task at hand. The 

scheme takes special risks in considerati-

on.  According to EU regulations all special 

made products must have such a scheme. 

In the scheme there is also a specific offer 

for the product and expected delivery 

time. After receiving the scheme the 

therapist decides whether or not to start 

production of the product. 

4. 
Consultant and production worker deve-

lops the product to fit the user. All produ-

cts are made from scracth and therefore 

the products can be customized 100 % to 

the end user.   
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6. 
After the test it is still possible to make minor 

changes before the product is fully welded.  

THIS IS THE PROCESS OF PRODUCING 
SPECIAL MADE PRODUCTS 

7. 
The finished product is ready for delivery and 

hopefully it will please the user and therapist 

for years.   
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5. 
Consultant and therapist meet at the user for a 

test of the chair. This is to see if the chair fits 

the user or changes need to be made. 
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EXAMPLES OF PRODUCTS 
WE HAVE MADE 

 

This chair is a M2 El-Tip where the problem was  

the sitting position. The solution is a special seat with a 

bowl shape, a special support and padded back and an  

abductionblock. 

 

The chair is a M2 Multi-Tip. There is mounted a custo-

mer-molded hygiene seat on the chair and the accessori-

es are adjusted to the seat. 

 

The citizens arm fell out of a standard hemiplegia arm-

rest, so an armrest with a deeper hemi cup and with a 

grip at the front was developed. 
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M2 Multi-Tip where the negative tip is made  

larger than normal, to help the citizen get in and 

out of the chair more easily. Therefore, the chair is 

equipped with support handles. 

 

On the elevation footrests to the right, we have 

adapted to the depth of the calt supports and 

made a special padding on the footrests. The  

user needed much supports for his legs and  

pressure-relief for the foots. 

 

The citizen rocks back and forth which puts the 

chair in motion across the floor, destroying the toi-

let. 4 x 8 kg weights are mounted on each side of 

the chair. The frame is made 10 cm wider at the 

bottom, a full plate with ankle braces has been 

made and there are welded eyes / brackets for 

mounting braces. Armrest cushions at the back to 

protect the wall and toilet. 
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The citizen needed a shower stool with wheels. The base 

of the chair is an M2 Standard, on which the Neptune 

back and armrests are mounted. A special seat without a 

hole has been made which is fixed. The footrests are 

angled so that they reach all the way to the frame. 

 

The citizen hits the seat and gate when walking, so the 

gate has been removed and reinforcements have been 

made between the bar and the rod to make the walker 

more solid. 

 
The chair on the left is a M2 Multi-Tip. The chair has an 

increased user weight of 250 kg, made more wide and 

has been mounted with waterproof motorized wheels 

and joysticks. The chair meets several demands both 

from the user and from the caregivers side. The work 

enviroment has beem improved considerably with height 

adjustment and the joystick function. 

The user is too big for the caregivers to handle and they 

are not able to have him in a standard chair. In addition 

the seat is made pressure-relieving and the seat position 

is optimized in the terms of the user functioning. 

Furthermore the motorized wheels is placed centrally for 

better handling. The chair is a good example for that 

anything is possible and there are many possibilities with 

the new technology.  
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This seat is made with a small hole and an 

abductionsblock with built-in anti.splash  

urine catch. 

Made to a person with very little power in 

his legs which made it necessary to make a 

block to the seat. 

 

The chair to the right is a M2 Multi-Tip. The 

chair is made with a seat that is made of  

two pieces and open both in the front and 

behind. 

 

The chair is a M2 Standard. It is mounted 

with bigger side supports down to the hips. 

The side supports was made to a person who 

needed support at his thights, in order not to 

drop to one side or the other. 
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This walker is a special rebuilt Carl Oscar. The seat 

height and handlebar height is reduced significantly. 

There is simultaneously produced a system, so the wal-

ker still can be folded and for example carried into a car. 

The user is a dwarf and did obviously need a walker, 

adapted to his size and functioning. While there also we-

re some very specific requirements for supports and fle-

xibility in relation to transportation.  

 

The chair is adapted to a citizen who needed to be faste-

ned to the chair during toilet visits. The chair is attached 

to the wall as the citizen's movements, move the entire 

chair during toilet visits. A table is mounted on the arm-

rests, because the citizen  touches and pulls on everyt-

hing. The table top ends completely close to the body, 

so the citizen can not get his hands  under the table top. 

 

The citizen needs to independently drive the chair over a 

wall-hung toilet. The chair is shortened at the rear and a 

special seat with a cut-out on the right side is fitted. 
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